Good afternoon,

Please find below an email from our Constituent Mrs Jo Haas. Could we please receive a response from Minister Knoll.

Thank you,

Dian

Dian Naraniecki | Assistant

---

From: Unley EO
To: DPTI:Minister Knoll; Henderson, Cameron (DPTI)
Subject: FW: Planning Code
Date: Friday, 28 February 2020 1:32:39 PM

Code is being rushed and whether it is being fine tuned. Adelaide is losing its appeal. Built in Adelaide and tourist, our grandchildren will not know the gracious beauty of our suburbs. Take the time to get it right!!!

The new medium density builds are not addressing Environment safety.

Blocks being approx 95% covered and limited water catchment on fences, will cause flooding as there is no enough ground exposed for water to soak into natural table. Water table will dry out, buildings will crack, and the extra water going out to sea in causing masses with the sea. Extra air conditioning will be needed to cool these buildings, as limited eaves, if any, increasing green house emissions.

South Australia is known for excellent wines, keep tourist dollars here by providing environmentally responsible, aesthetic designs.

Yours in keeping SA beautiful

Jo Haas

---
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